
Not everyone is looking for it. It takes a mind as tough as nails and a solution-oriented, get-
it- done-now kind of attitude to want to adopt the knowledge I'm offering.

 
Information that moves you confidently from one home project to the next. The kind that
banishes pre-project anxiety and dissolves mid-job doubt.

While anyone can use it effectively, only a rare few want to wield it. 

Dear Reader,

Everyone hates the hair-pulling frustration of getting stuck during a challenging home project.
But while some soldier on and reap the rewards, others make their home a place of half-finished
enterprises.
 
Have you ever asked yourself what the difference is between these two types of people? 

It isn't because we live in a cruel world. It isn't even that the first group of people is built
differently.

It’s access to high-quality, roll-your-sleeves-up-and-get-in-there information. One group's got
it. The other doesn’t. Plain and simple.

 
That’s why I'm writing you this letter. 

Skillwhip was created for those who don't mind getting their hands dirty. Folks like you who like
to earn the right to kick their feet up at the end of the day. 

 
Its purpose is to give such people an affordable tool that lets them be the architects of a life worth
living. 

It’s for the moms and dads who take matters into their own hands. Everyday folk with a home to
keep. 

 
But after diving headfirst into the deep end, they often find themselves unable to follow the vast
amount of confusing, incomplete information infecting the web.

Become The DIY Hero Of Your Home – Or
Your Money Back!

You Need More Than Guts



You see, Skillwhip is a beast that stands alone—you won't find another service close to it. And
every day, the selections are reviewed, tweaked, and re-tweaked for quality and concision by
our team of vetted experts. 

These are characters who refuse to pay someone else to do a thing they are more than capable of
doing themselves. The ones who understand the acute level of personal satisfaction gained from
seeing their mission through to the end.

If that sounds like you, then you know how infuriating it is to show up ready to go, equipped
with a steadfast and stubborn drive only to be stopped dead by poorly presented information. 

 
It’s not like anyone is questioning your capacity for action. You already know that with reliable
resources, getting things done becomes a matter of when, not if.

Your puppy is running around the kitchen and busts one of the cabinet doors off its hinges. 

Do you: search online for an hour sifting through piles of garbage? Or do you pull out Skillwhip
and get to work?

And when you do fix it—and you will—would you rather it take an afternoon or a month?

Get it done in a day and you’ll be rewarded with your family’s adoration and a buzz of personal
satisfaction that hits stronger and lasts longer than any liquor.

But it takes a lot of effort, even with the right knowledge. Individuals like you that want it are
tough to access. 

You aren't lined up waiting for handouts and cheap tools or plumber discounts—you’re busy
getting your hands dirty. Looking for solutions where others see problems. 

Your type is hard to find because you aren't looking to be found. But even the most diligent
among us can struggle needlessly. 

Skillwhip gives the journeyman tools to become an expert. It turns the budding handyman into a
master.

 
Of course, if I misjudged you and hands-on work repels you, Skillwhip isn’t for you. Just pay the
plumber and move on with your day—a selection of 5,000 DIY projects with in-depth
explanations and troubleshooting suggestions curated by experts might be of little use to you. 

On the other hand, if you desire to cement your status as the hero of your home, there can be
only one choice. 

A Comprehensive Library of DIY How-Tos



I'm looking at the app right now. At the top of the page, there's a walkthrough for painting an
interior room. 

When I click on it, I see everything I need to know, from the type of rollers and brushes to use,
right down to the optimal order in which to paint a room (hint: paint the trim first, let it dry,
then tape it off and move on to the walls).

 
With Skillwhip, you'll learn:

…How to install a new tile floor

…The right and wrong way to change a flat tire

…A secret that fixes sticky doors once and for all

…How to replace a broken door handle in 5 minutes flat

…What to keep in mind when restringing a guitar—and how to do it

…And a foolproof method to curing those ever-squeaking floorboards

Our experts (we call them Explainers) share their vast store of experience and industry secrets to
create new DIY solutions daily.

 
The result is an unmatched library of DIY cheat sheets, no-fluff video walkthroughs, and
detailed explanations of complex solutions written in plain English—so that when things that can
go wrong do go wrong, you can attack it with zero interruptions. 

Rob Kenney, host of the hugely popular (4 million subscribers!) DIY YouTube channel "Dad, how
do I?" and a long-time user of Skillwhip, had this to say about the service:

"Without Skillwhip, I wouldn't be able to make half the content that I do. I continuously check it
for ideas and to learn better solutions to fixing the many things around the house and 
throughout everyday life that can crack, stick, wiggle, and roll loose on the ground. It's a
resource that essentially supplies my over four million subscribers with the DIY information
they need. I could not live without their expert tips and tricks which I can't find anywhere else."

And it's all easily accessible on an app from your phone or computer.

Can You Solve These Problems On Your Own?



You might be thinking, "I can just look this stuff up on the internet, no?" 

Look up any problem you have, and there will be a solution for it online… somewhere… right?

Yes and no. 

When it comes to DIY projects, getting the right information is key. Without it, you're dead in the
water. 

 
The internet has no shortage of content; there's no denying that.

But it is notoriously full of videos and articles claiming the best way to do something, designed
to make you click on it, so they make money.

Unfortunately, there is a lot of "advice" out there that's actually dangerous. It entices viewers
with sensational claims... claims that are either false or can lead to property damage and even
bodily injury. 

Take one of the latest DIY trends on TikTok as an example.

The claim suggests that you can shave hours off your weekly cleaning duties by attaching a
scrubber to the end of a drill. Sounds pretty great.

 
The only problem: electric drills spin at around 500–2000 rpm—that's pretty dang fast. 

When you find yourself in a mess, like when the dishwasher breaks right before company 
comes over or the zipper on your favorite jacket goes kaput, imagine having the carefully crafted
instructions of our Explainers walk you step-by-step through the problem. 

 
People like you for whom Skillwhip is designed usually handle such life events with a calm
presence. Their determination shines through, and they can often find suitable temporary
solutions.

Imagine how much more you could do and how many mistakes you could avoid with an instant
expert to call on. 

 
Consider the time and expense you could save with a handy list of all the required materials and
another list of cost-effective alternatives to pricey brand-name products. 

Bad Internet Advice

What About the Internet?



Having the right information at your disposal makes all the difference.

Say you're going along, putting the fear of God into the dirt and scum around your bathtub, and
suddenly the brush catches on something—a crack in the tile wall around the tub, a clump of
hair, anything strong enough to stop it in its tracks. 

At 500-2000 rpm, the scrubber might stop, but the rest of the drill won't. 

The outcome? A sore or broken wrist that might send you packing toward the hospital.

And for what,?

To save a few minutes scrubbing the tub?

The Advantage of Mastery

DIY advice on the internet gone wrong

A popular YouTube channel called "Fix-It Phil" is
infamous for giving incomplete walkthroughs of delicate
DIY procedures.

One of their videos walks their subscribers through how
to replace a leaking water supply line under the kitchen
sink. 

It starts off with a 2-minute introduction in which the
host, Phil, expresses his appreciation for all the support. 

Then it moves swiftly into another 3-minute sales pitch
for a few sponsored products that might help you do the
job quicker.

Finally, the content. 

The first step he shows is loosening the nut that secures
the water line to the shut-off valve. Phil proceeds to
remove the line and install the new one, lickety-split.

The only problem… he never mentions that you need to
first turn off the water before removing the supply line.

A quick look in the comment section and you see
complaints like these:

"Thanks for not mentioning how to turn the water off
(or that I even needed to do it in the first place) before
undoing the hose! Now I've got water everywhere,
soaking into my cabinet and floors!"

"Fix-It Phil strikes again. Water everywhere. Hose still
leaks. What a waste of time."

"My role as the family handyperson just got way easier with Skillwhip." 
– T. Wyckoff



It separates projects that end in disaster from those that leave you strutting around the house
with a towel flipped over your shoulder, buzzing from a job well done.

Sifting through mountains of half information and videos chock full of stomach-churning self-
promotion might eventually land you where you need to be for widely covered jobs like how
to unclog a toilet. 

But that’s child’s play.

What sets the master apart is their huge storehouse of know-how. It's their ability to tick off the
everyday projects and the once-in-a-blue-moon disasters with minimal resistance.

 
…How to handle refrigerator leaks

…Identifying and eliminating an infestation of termites

…How to re-sole your shoes and make them look brand new

Whatever you think can go wrong in a day, in a year, is nothing but an exciting new challenge
for a master. 

 
Instead of a headache, their easy competence turns roadblocks into a light sweat and a long,
well-earned drink of ice-cold water. 

If you made it this far, you've got the stuff. And for that, you've earned some respect. Mine as
well as our contributing Explainers'.

To be clear, our Explainers aren't just random men and women we picked up off the street. On
the contrary, our team is composed of a number of well-known and highly respected artisans. 

 
For example, Kevin McCloud, a design expert known for his work on Channel 4's "grand
designs" regularly contributes his industry know-how to enrich Skillwhip's vast library. 

Recently, he curated one of our most popular tutorials—the title: How to maximize the space in
your bathroom to eliminate clutter and boost resale value.

 
Another widely sought-after DIY mind who delivers her expertise straight into Skillwhip’s main
artery is Joanna Gaines, the lead star in the hugely successful tv show, Fixer Upper.

A few of her walkthroughs include: 

Vinyl flooring: What to buy, how to install, and how long it takes

What Sets Skillwhip Apart?



The RIGHT way to paint your front door

Need to wallpaper a wall? Follow these steps

It doesn't stop there.

John Meyers, a Detroit native and handyman for over 45 years provides a sizable chunk of our
more nitty-gritty how-tos like fixing dishwashers that won't run and installing new
microwaves.

 
Even John Gidding and Greg Runnels from Curb Appeal both regularly contribute.

Absorb the knowledge of these industry titans and be a pillar of accomplishment for the rest of
your life.

 
Picture the look on your daughter's face when she sees the new wallpaper you put up in her
room that took less than an hour.

Or your partner's reaction when they come home and see that you built a raised garden bed in
front of the house.

 
You know the look.

With the masters at Skillwhip in your pocket, you can get that look every day of the week.

"With the concise, easy-to-follow instructions from Skillwhip, I was able to unclog my shower
drain using a simple wire coat hanger. No emergency call to a plumber, and NO plumber fees. It
feels like I really accomplished something." – R. Rockford

I just bought my first house, and Skillwhip is helping me save money on all the little repairs
needed to make it my home. – B. Johnson

I'm actually the household superhero now because I can just watch a short Skillwhip demo and
know exactly what to do. – J. Hardy

 
I used to be one of those "I'll get around to it someday" guys because it was often a major hassle
to figure out how to fix a sticking door or something like that. But now, with Skillwhip, I actually
enjoy fixing stuff. Having those quick demos is the perfect answer anytime we see something
around the house that needs fixing. – M. Little

Take It From Our Happy Clients



A Subscription That Pays

See for yourself if these solutions can provide you with the type of mastery over your life that
you've been looking for by subscribing risk-free for the next 4 weeks for just $19.95. By joining,
you will have INSTANT access to our entire library of over 5,000 DIY walkthroughs on projects
big and small. 

Or perhaps you want to make good use of our better buy—one year for $199. That's an extra $40
in your pocket to go along with this unprecedented service.

All you have to do is enter a few payment details on this sign-up page. 

And here is Skillwhip's guarantee: should our service not live up to your expectations, you may
cancel this arrangement at any time within the first 4 weeks and receive a full refund, no
questions asked.

If you agree with us that this is a fair and reasonable proposition, then you won't want to wait to
find out all that Skillwhip can do for you and what it's already doing for thousands of people
across the country. 

So please, head over to this page so we can start providing you with all the solutions you need to
live a happier, more satisfying life.

 

Respectfully,

Cal Techman
Co-founder of Skillwhip

P.S. It's worth mentioning that you can enjoy an additional 25% off our better buy annual plan if
you sign up within FIVE days—that's a savings of $108! Just enter the code: TURNPRO and
become a master now!



Yes, Cal… I’m ready to streamline my productivity and enjoy a formidable 
upgrade to my DIY skills.

Please let me in on Skillwhip’s over 5,000 DIY cheat sheets, videos, and
expert analysis IMMEDIATELY.

Not only will I slash the time it takes me to complete my home projects while making a fraction
of the mistakes… 

 
But with the expert-level guidance of Skillwhip’s Explainers, I’ll experience, time and time
again, the type of personal satisfaction that comes from tightening that final screw.

I will save hundreds of dollars on projects by knowing exactly what to buy and what NOT to
buy…

And I’ll have access to lists of common household alternatives to hundreds of expensive store-
bought items for every single job.

 
Additionally, I know that I don’t need any special skills or training to become the DIY expert
that Skillwhip can turn me into…

 
The only thing I need to do is be able to follow instructions with patience and persistence.

In other words, I just have to want it!

Enjoy INSTANT access, PLUS an entire month to try
it—100% risk-free

The only option for DIY homeowners
who want to get jobs done quicker &

easier

Get Your Home In Order TODAY



BEST VALUE: 45% OFF AN ENTIRE YEAR! Sign me up for 12 months of Skillwhip—normally
$240—for just $129! This plan gives me unlimited access to more than 5,000 DIY walkthroughs,
with videos, cheat sheets, and expert analysis written in easy-to-understand English.

 
GOOD VALUE: 25% OFF FOR 3 MONTHS! Sign me up for 3 months of Skillwhip—normally $60
—for just $45! This plan gives me unlimited access to more than 5,000 DIY walkthroughs, with
videos, cheat sheets, and expert analysis written in easy-to-understand English at a discounted
rate for 3 MONTHS!

TRIAL OFFER: I’ll give it a shot. Give me INSTANT access to Skillwhip’s entire library
of content for ONE MONTH. My investment today is just $19.95. I understand I can 
cancel anytime within this first month and receive a full refund.

You’ll find my payment details below…

Please send me an email with my INSTANT ACCESS link as soon as you process my order so I
can start getting more done immediately. 

And I do want it… BAD.

PLUS, I’ll have THIRTY full days to test the waters, risk-free. 

So if Skillwhip and I don’t jive—or if I learn DIY isn’t the life for me—I’ll simply shoot them a 
message and receive a full, no questions asked refund.

My check is enclosed for U.S. _________ (Make payable to SKILLWHIP INC.)

Please charge my:  VISA  MASTERCARD  AMERICAN EXPRESS 
 

Card #_____________________________________ Exp. ____/_____ Amount $___________

Signature __________________________________ Phone: (_______)___________________

Email address ________________________________________________________________

I’ll go with the…

Here’s how I prefer to pay…


